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CAFETERIA & COMMONS ENVIRONMENTS
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Our products are designed to
transform spaces into versatile,
multi-purpose environments.
We are here to provide value-added innovative solutions
enabling our customer to transform and better use their space.
Since 1951, we have been dedicated to crafting the most
advanced innovative p
 roduct solutions that help facilities
stand out and guests take notice. We see your facility not for
what it is, but what it can be. As your go-to source for premier
quality furniture s
 olutions, we’ll help you get more out of every
square inch, while making it easier for your staff. Every SICO®
solution is forged from insights, engineered with innovation
and built to last.

#thetrustedgotocompany
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Follow us on

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE.
Today’s cafeteria & commons environments are used for more than food service. When
designed properly cafeterias can also serve as a fully functional, flexible multi-use space
that can be used throughout the day for dining, learning and socializing.
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CREATING SEATING ZONES
Flexible seating zones create multipurpose spaces. Cafeteria and commons environments designed with a variety of
seating options from traditional tables with attached seating, booths, soft seating, and community tables elevates student
engagement and satisfaction while turning a single-use space into a flex space for socializing, collaborating, or learning.
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SOCIAL HUB

MAIN DINING AREA

FLEXIBLE LEARNING ZONE

COLLABORATION ZONE

TECHNOLOGY & WORK AREA
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FLEXIBLE, MOBILE FURNITURE SOLUTIONS
Optimize your space with
mobile furniture solutions.
Maximizing every square foot of space is important.
Transforming cafeteria and commons environments for
multifunctional use is easy with SICO’s mobile furniture
solutions. Spaces can be reconfigured to meet whatever the
need at a moment’s notice. Furniture solutions on casters and
visually pleasing and configurable for an array of uses.
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QUEUE LINE MANAGEMENT
Creating a positive dining
experience with effective
queue line management.
Reducing wait times while managing traffic flow
is imperative to an orderly lunch period. SICO®
Queue Lines are portable an can be reconfigured
to maximize traffic flow.
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY

Furniture that inspires using
integrated technology.
Furniture needs to be designed to complement the world we
live in today. The Alliance Community table has a larger surface
area designed for multiple applications. Integrated power and
USB ports allow for the use of notebooks and mobile devices
creating flexible spaces fostering collaboration, communication,
and creativity.
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COLOR, DESIGN, SIGNAGE & AESTHETICS
A well-designed space is not just about aesthetics, it has a lasting impact on improving the environment and aids in how spaces
are used. Color, design, and signage impact student participation boosting school spirit while creating inviting flexible spaces.
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BENEFITS OF MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
Our Goal is to
Create the Most
Functional &
Engaging Spaces.
Positively
Impacts
LEARNING

Improves
ENGAGEMENT

Increases
Student
SATISFACTION
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SOCIAL HUB
of School

Increases
PROFIT

We care. Creating flexible spaces that are inviting and
inclusive drives engagement and develops community.
Our Enriched Dining Solutions help schools create an
environment that fosters student success.

Generate
REVENUE

CORE PRODUCTS

MOBILE
FOLDING TABLES
COMMUNITY
TABLES
TABLE TOPS
& BASES
BOOTHS
CHAIRS, STOOLS
& SOFT SEATING
TRASH
RECEPTACLES
CONDIMENT
COUNTER
QUEUE LINES
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GRAPHICS
PACKAGES

SPACE DESIGN
SERVICES
Contact our s pecialized
design team to get
started today!
The process is simple.

ENRICHED DINING
CAFETERIA & COMMONS ENVIRONMENTS

CONTACT
US NOW!
THE PROCESS
IS SIMPLE.
1. Facility Assessment
2. Design Consultation
3. Approval
4. Installation

#thetrustedgotocompany
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SICO Incorporated Global Headquarters
SICO America Inc.
Tel: 1 800 328 6138
Email: sales@sicoinc.com

SICO Asia PTE LTD
Tel: (65) 6500 0800
Email: sales@sicoasia.com

SICO Europe Limited
Tel: +44(0) 1303 234 000
Email: sales@sico-europe.com

SICO Japan Inc.
Tel: +81(3) 3288 0145
Email: info@sico-japan.com

SICO Middle East DMCC
Tel: (971) 4 880 9388
Email: sales@sico-me.com

SICO South Pacific Limited
Tel: +61(2) 4336 1333
Email: sales@sicosp.com.au
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